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On 27 September 2014, in Madrid, Bishop 
Alvaro del Portillo, Prelate of Opus Dei, was 
beatified. Those who took part in the ceremony 
or followed it through the media will remember 
it in many ways, perhaps especially for the care 
put into the different aspects of the liturgy and 
the singing and for the international crowd that 
gathered at the Valdebebas site.

This book with its photographs and texts wishes 
to keep alive memories of the beatification 
and to be an expression of thanks to God for 
bestowing this gift upon the Church.

The photographs – snapshots of life – have 
been brought together in three chapters.

The first and longest chapter relates to the 
beatification day, 27 September. The second 
indicates briefly the paths leading up to this 
event. It begins with pictures of the life of 
the new blessed, touches on the phases of 
the beatification cause and ends with the 
preparations for the festivity. The third chap- 
ter shows scenes of the days of thanksgiving 
in Madrid and Rome after the beatification. A 
fourth chapter gathers homilies and messages 
related to the beatification.

With words of Pope Francis about Blessed 
Alvaro, we pray to God: “May his exemplary 
Christian and priestly witness stir up in many 
hearts the desire to draw ever closer to Christ 
and the Gospel.”
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A las 12:24

AFB



The ceremony took place in Valdebebas, on the outskirts of Madrid.

AFB



There was parking for the 1700 coaches on the site and in nearby streets.

AFB



The first to come arrived well before dawn.

AFB



AFB

People from all five continents took part in the ceremony.



AFB

There were also many families at the Valdebebas site.



AFB



AFB

Being born after Blessed Alvaro’s death doesn’t stop youngsters seeing him as a model of holiness they can relate to.



AFB



José Ignacio —from Chile— travelled to Madrid with his family to thank the new blessed for his cure in 2003: the 
miracle opened the way to the beatification.

SGB



AFB

Ready for the start.



At the beginning of the ceremony, Mgr. Fernando Ocáriz read the letter sent by Pope Francis to the Prelate of 
Opus Dei: “I too wish to unite myself to your joy and to give thanks to God.”  

MCC

Al comienzo



Pope Francis: Blessed Alvaro “travelled to many countries to foster new projects for evangelization, undeterred by 
difficulties, moved by his love for God and his brethren. One who is very immersed in God is able to be very close to 
other people.”

GSH



The postulator reads a short biography of Alvaro del Portillo.

MCC



26 giant screens helped the congregation to follow the details of the ceremony.
PT



At 12:24 the delegate of Pope Francis, Cardinal Angelo Amato, reads the Declaration of Beatification in Latin.

MCC



From this moment, Alvaro del Portillo is Blessed Alvaro.

ESV/FSG



Prolonged applause accompanied the unveiling of the portrait of Blessed Alvaro.

PPT



Cardinal Amato hands over the Apostolic Letter of Beatification to Bishop Javier Echevarría, Prelate of Opus Dei.

MCC



José Ignacio Ureta Wilson and his parents bring the relic of the new blessed.

AFB



Susana and Javier place the reliquary on a stand next to the altar.

MCC



Cardinal Amato incenses the relic.

GM



The reliquary contained a piece of gauze with drops of Blessed Alvaro’s blood.

GM



The World Youth Day Choir and Orchestra intone the “Christus vincit” (“Christ reigns”).

AFB



AFB

Kika and Luis, who have 13 children, had sung at the beatification of Saint Josemaría. This time they joined in the 
singing from their seats in sector A-2.



Left: looking towards the far end of the central avenue. Right: a view in the opposite direction, with the altar in the 
distance. An area of 195.000 square metres was arranged within a two kilometres long L shaped space.

AFB



AFB



Participants following the ceremony with a specially prepared beatification Mass booklet, available also in various 
digital formats.

ESV



Cardinal Amato in his homily speaks of Blessed Alvaro’s “exceptional spiritual richness.”

JMS

El cardenal



“Blessed Alvaro del Portillo invites us today to live a friendly, merciful, good-natured, meek and humble holiness.”

ESV



The translation went out by radio in English, French, Italian and German.

ESV



There were 80 confessionals, which had been previously used in the 2011 Madrid World Youth Day.

ESV



In the Prayer of the Faithful there were prayers for the Church, for the Pope, for families, for peace in the world, 
for the poor and the suffering.

ESV



AFB

Several families took offerings to the altar and greeted the papal delegate.



SGB

Many people from Africa came to the Beatification.



The choir sings “Dulce Madre” (“Dear Mother”), specially composed for this day using a Mexican prayer which 
Blessed Alvaro learnt from his mother who came from Mexico.

AFB



AFB



A respectful silence accompanied the central moments of the Mass.

AFB



AFB



Members of the congregation kneeling at the consecration in sector I, more than a kilometre away from the altar.

AFB



There were more than 200 handicapped people in the front rows and representatives from numerous social 
initiatives promoted by the new Blessed especially in Africa and Latin America.

PPT



A view from sector E to the far end of the site.

ESV



JMS

1200 priests distributed Communion. Umbrellas indicated the presence of the Blessed Sacrament.



ESV

To help ensure the orderly distribution of Holy Communion, 13 Blessed Sacrament chapels were situated along the 
length of the Valdebebas site.



A priest genuflects before Jesus in one of the the Blessed Sacrament chapels.

AFB



SGB



In his words of thanksgiving the Prelate of Opus Dei referred to “the special joy of Saint Josemaría Escrivá, seeing that 
this most faithful son of his has been held up as an intercessor and an example for all the faithful.”

ESV

En sus palabras



The Prelate of Opus Dei: “A particular word of thanks for the media professionals, who have made it possible for so 
many people around the world to take part in this ceremony from their countries.”

AFB



Cardinal Antonio María Rouco: “As a diocesan Church we are very proud of the faithful help he lent to Saint Josemaría in 
spreading the message of Opus Dei throughout the world and for his contribution to the Second Vatican Council.”

AFB

Cardenal Antonio



The ceremony ended at 14:20. Millions of people were able to follow it on television, radio and the internet.

ESV



The vestments and altar linen will be sent to young churches and to countries facing special difficulties, such as 
Iraq, Uganda, the Philippines and Israel. They were made by some 600 volunteers. Some convents of enclosed nuns 
also cooperated in this.

MCC



Cardinal Amato greeted some of the faithful in the front rows.

ESV



Máxima Cora came to Madrid from Bolivia.

MCC



JLR

If you are connected to the internet press on the picture. A new screen will open in which you can zoom in on the 
participants and navigate the photograph.

http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans/03c7996da1952384c823b0e9501f75d4
http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans/03c7996da1952384c823b0e9501f75d4


FSG

There was a cheerful family atmosphere on the Valdebebas site.



PPT



AFB



Some 3500 volunteers were available to help the participants, especially the elderly, the sick or people with some 
disability.

AFBAFB



After the ceremony Beatriz’s friends write the name of the new Blessed with used water bottles.

BTH
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Doce

GM



The Church has established that Blessed Alvaro’s feast be celebrated on 12 May, the anniversary of his First Holy 
Communion. One 12 May he said: “I’ve been receiving Communion daily for 62 or 63 years and it’s like a caress from God.”

AFB



The two diocesan processes of the cause of beatification and canonization were completed in 2008: that of the Vicariate 
of Rome, on 26 June, and that of the Prelature of Opus Dei, on 7 August. On 28 June 2012 Benedict XVI authorized the 
promulgation of the decree of heroic virtues of Bishop Alvaro del Portillo.

AFB



On 5 July 2013, Pope Francis recognized the miraculous nature of José Ignacio Ureta Wilson’s recovery, after his heart 
had stopped for more than 30 minutes. This opened the way to the beatification.

AFB



Activities were organized round the world connected with the centenary of Alvaro del Portillo’s birth (11 March 
2014). The first was an International Congress in the Pontifical University of the Holy Cross in Rome.

GP



The School of Civil Engineering of the Polytechnic University of Madrid organized several events and exhibitions 
during the centenary. In the photo, Francisco Javier Martín Carrasco, director of the centre where Alvaro del Portillo 
studied.

SGB



The Harambee Africa International Association had an exhibition in Rome on Alvaro del Portillo and Africa. 
Afterwards, this was shown in many other countries.

GP



A saint in facts and figures: an exhibition on Alvaro del Portillo. It was shown in cities around the world. From 11 to 
28 September it was displayed at the Plaza Colón Tourism Centre in Madrid.

SGB



On 5 September a fundraising karaoke was held in Madrid for the 4 projects which the Harambee Association will 
finance with donations from those taking part in the beatification.

SGB



Hundreds of children sang along with the Lion King during the event organized by Harambee in the 
Callao cinemas in Madrid.

SGB



The beatification collection will go towards health and education projects in Congo, Ivory Coast and Nigeria.

AFB



Operation Kilo. Hundreds of kilos of foodstuffs were collected for people in need.

AFB



Representatives of social, health and education initiatives encouraged by Alvaro del Portillo gathered in 
Madrid days before the beatification in “40 initiatives against poverty” day.

IMS



Eucharistic adoration was organized in many places in Madrid to prepare for the beatification. One was in the 
church of St Elizabeth, where St Josemaría celebrated Holy Mass many times.

IMS



At Madrid airport from all over the world. Destination: Valdebebas.

IMS



Just landed at Barajas airport, from Guatemala.

IMS



A special map of Madrid to follow in Blessed Alvaro’s foosteps through his native city.

PT



Last rehearsal for the Orchestra and the World Youth Day Choir.
SGB



Building materials used for other events have been re-used. For example the altar, ambo and presidential chair came 
from the ceremony of the beatification of 522 martyrs of the 20th Century , in Tarragona in October 2013.

AFB



The ceremony was broadcast by more than 50 international stations.

AFB
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El 29

FJB



SGB

28 September, dawn comes to Valdebebas.



Mass of thanksgiving: some people arrive on foot and others in the shuttle buses from the nearby metro stations.

AFB



Entrance procession. The 15000 flowers adorning the area around the altar were a gift from the La Veguilla 
Association, which gives employment at its greenhouses to more than 100 people with disabilities.

JMS



The chief celebrant was Bishop Javier Echevarría, Prelate of Opus Dei and successor of Blessed Alvaro.
FSG



Umbrellas proved useful under gentle and intermittent rain.
MCC



Bishop Echevarría: “On this day, which our Holy Father Francis has dedicated to prayer for the family, we unite ourselves 
to the pleas of the whole Church for the communion of love, that school of the Gospel that is the family.”

JMS

En la homilia



Bishop Echevarría to the families: “Keep at it! Don’t give in! The whole world needs your work of witness and 
evangelization.”

SGB



Francisco Ponz met Blessed Alvaro in 1939: “When we spoke to him, he listened as if he had nothing else to do; he 
was kindly and welcoming, filling us with trust, assurance and peace.”

SGB



In the Prayer of the Faithful there were prayers for the Church and for the world in several languages.
JMS



María Leonor, from Portugal, and Regina, from Mexico, chose a good day to make their First Holy Communion.
MCC



SGB



SGB



Rev. Mother María de Jesús Velarde, foundress of the Daughters of Mary of the Heart of Jesus, greets Bishop Javier 
Echevarría.

MCC



Also Miguel Ángel, who has Downs syndrome, wished to greet the Prelate at the end of the ceremony.
MCC



The events of the 27th and 28th would not have been possible without the help of many health and public service 
personnel.



Rome, 29 September: transfer of Blessed Alvaro’s coffin from the crypt of the church of Our Lady of Peace to the nearby 
basilica of Saint Eugene.

AGC



At the basilica entrance, Bishop Echevarría incenses the coffin now draped with a red cloth and covered with flowers.

JMS



Procession down the nave of the basilica.

AFB



AFB



“I think all of us would have wished to carry the coffin to thank Blessed Alvaro for his life of service to the 
Church.”

IMS

Pienso que todos



The Prelate of Opus Dei gives the blessing with a relic of the new Blessed.

JMS



At the end of the ceremony, the coffin was placed in an urn at the front of the sanctuary.
JMS



Over four days the basilica of Saint Eugene witnessed an orderly flow of people coming to pray and be close to the 
body of Blessed Alvaro.

IMS



30 September, in the morning. Some 7500 people took part in the Mass of thanksgiving celebrated in the basilica of 
Saint John Lateran.

JMS



Cardinal Vallini, Vicar of the Holy Father for the diocese of Rome: “Blessed Alvaro del Portillo lived with the certainty 
that God does not abandon us and always seeks out his children, especially those who have lost their way.”

FCS

Agostino



30 September, in the afternoon. Some 2500 people took part in another Mass of thanksgiving in the basilica of 
Saint Mary Major.

IMS



Cardinal Santos Abril: “The new Blessed somehow embodied the goodness of God.”

FCS

Cardenal Santos



The Prelate of Opus Dei, Bishop Javier Echevarría, during one of the thanksgiving Masses.

IMS



Many took the opportunity to get a photo next to the potrait of Blessed Alvaro.
IMS



1 October: awaiting Pope Francis in Saint Peter’s Square.
FCS



Pope Francis’ friendliness and affection reached out to everyone.
JMS



Pope Francis encouraged recourse to the new blessed: “I hope that his intercession and example will help you to 
respond generously to God’s call to holiness and apostolate.”

FCS

El Papa Francisco



Pope Francis greets Bishop Javier Echevarría.
JMS



José Ignacio Ureta, cured miraculously through Blessed Alvaro’s intercession, was able to greet Pope Francis with his 
family and to give him a list of prayer petitions from his friends and relatives.

JMS



The Swiss guard would like to know more about Blessed Alvaro.
AFB



Young Australians after the audience.
FCS



During these days there was also the opportunity of praying before Saint Josemaría in the prelatic church of 
Our Lady of Peace.

FCS



During the morning of 2 October, thousands of people came to take leave of Blessed Alvaro in the basilica of 
Saint Eugene before returning home.

JMS



José Ignacio was there as well.

JMS



2 October, in the afternoon. Return from the basilica of Saint Eugene to the crypt of the church of Our Lady of Peace.

AFB



Shortly after 6pm the coffin starts the journey up Bruno Buozzi street, to the church of Our Lady of Peace.

AFB



Some of the faithful accompanied the coffin very closely.

AGC



AFB

In the prelatic church, before the start of the last ceremony.



AFB

The coffin is brought in to Our Lady of Peace.



The Prelate of Opus Dei incenses the remains of the new Blessed. Afterwards, from the lectern, he addressed some 
words to those present.

FCS

INCENSANDO



Bishop Echevarría: “Thanks, beloved Alvaro! Thanks, beloved Blessed!”

AFB



Blessed Alvaro’s coffin before the urn of Saint Josemaría.

FCS



Blessing with the relic.

AFB



The coffin carried by eight priests was transferred to the crypt of Our Lady of Peace.

AFB



The faithful who had congregated in the basilica of Saint Eugene were able to follow the ceremony in Our Lady 
of Peace on giant screens.

AFB



The body of Blessed Alvaro rests once more in the crypt of the church of Our Lady of Peace.

AFB
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LETTER OF POPE FRANCIS TO BISHOP JAVIER 
ECHEVARRÍA, PRELATE OF OPUS DEI,
FOR THE BEATIFICATION OF ALVARO DEL 
PORTILLO

Dear brother,

The beatification of the Servant of God Alvaro del Portillo, 
faithful collaborator of St Josemaría Escrivá and his first 
successor at the head of Opus Dei, is a moment of special 
joy for all the faithful of the Prelature, and also for you, who 
were for so long a witness to his love for God and others, 
and his fidelity to the Church and to his vocation. I too 
wish to unite myself to your joy and to thank God, who 
embellishes the face of the Church with the holiness of her 
children.

His beatification will take place in Madrid, the city where he 
was born and spent his childhood and youth. Here his life 
began to take shape in the simplicity of family life, through 
friendship and service to others, as when he went to outlying 

districts to help provide human and Christian formation to 
so many people in need. And in this city, above all, there 
took place the event that definitively marked the course of 
his life: his meeting with St Josemaría Escrivá, from whom 
he learned to fall more in love with Christ every day. Yes, 
to fall in love with Christ. This is the path to holiness that 
every Christian has to follow: to let ourselves be loved by 
the Lord, to open up our hearts to his love, and to allow him 
to be the one who guides our lives.

I like to recall the aspiration that the Servant of God would 
often repeat, especially for personal celebrations and 
anniversaries: “Thank you; forgive me; help me more!” 
These words bring us closer to the reality of his interior life 
and his relationship with the Lord, and can also help to give 
a new impulse to our own Christian life.

In the first place, Thank you. This is the soul’s immediate, 
spontaneous reaction on experiencing God’s goodness. It 
cannot be otherwise. He always goes ahead of us. However 
hard we try, his love always arrives first, touches and 



caresses us first. He takes the initiative and is always waiting 
for us. Alvaro del Portillo was aware of the many gifts God 
had given him, and thanked God for that manifestation of 
his fatherly love. But he did not stop at that: his recognition 
of Our Lord’s love awakened in his heart desires to follow 
him with greater commitment and generosity, and to lead 
a life of humble service to others. Especially outstanding 
was his love for the Church, the Spouse of Christ, whom 
he served with a heart devoid of worldly self-interest, far 
from discord, welcoming towards everyone and always 
seeking in others what was positive, what united, what 
was constructive. He never spoke a word of complaint or 
criticism, even at especially difficult times, but instead, as he 
had learned from St Josemaría, he always responded with 
prayer, forgiveness, understanding and sincere charity.

Forgive me. He often confessed that he saw himself empty-
handed before God, incapable of responding to so much 
generosity. But to admit our poverty as human beings is 
not the result of despair but trusting abandonment in God 
who is our Father. It means opening ourselves to his mercy, 

his love, which is able to regenerate our life. His love does 
not humiliate us, nor cast us into the depths of guilt, but 
embraces us, lifts us up from our prostration and enables us 
to go forward with more determination and joy. The Servant 
of God Alvaro knew the need we have of God’s mercy, and 
devoted a lot of his own energy to encouraging the people 
he met to go to the sacrament of Confession, the sacrament 
of joy. How important it is to feel the tenderness of God’s 
love, and discover that there is still time to love!

Help me more. Yes, the Lord never abandons us, he is always 
at our side, he journeys with us, and every day he expects 
new love from us. His grace will not fail us, and with his 
help we can take his name to the whole world. The heart 
of the new Blessed beat with the desire to bring the Good 
News to all hearts. And so he travelled to many countries 
to foster new projects for evangelization, undeterred by 
difficulties, moved by his love for God and his brothers and 
sisters. One who is very immersed in God is able to be very 
close to other people. The first condition for announcing 
Christ to them is to love them, because Christ loves them 



before we do. We have to leave behind our selfish concerns 
and love of comfort, and go out to meet our brothers and 
sisters. That is where our Lord is awaiting us. We cannot 
keep our faith to ourselves: it is a gift we have received to 
give away and share with others.

Thank you, forgive me, help me! These words express the 
pressing concern of a life that is centered on God. It is the 
life of someone who has been touched by the greatest Love 
and who lives totally on that love; someone who, while 
experiencing their own human weakness and limitations, 
trusts in God’s mercy and wants all mankind, their brothers 
and sisters, to experience it too.

Dear brother, Blessed Alvaro del Portillo is sending us a 
very clear message. He is telling us to trust in the Lord, that 
he is our brother, our friend, who never lets us down and 
is always at our side. He is encouraging us not to be afraid 
to go against the current and suffer for announcing the 
Gospel. He is also teaching us that in the simplicity of our 
daily lives we can find a sure path to holiness.

I ask all the faithful of the Prelature, priests and lay-people, 
as well as all those who take part in its activities, to please 
pray for me. At the same time, I give them all my Apostolic 
Blessing.

May Jesus bless you, and may the Holy Virgin watch over 
you.

Fraternally,



HOMILY OF CARDINAL ANGELO AMATO
IN THE BEATIFICATION CEREMONY  
Madrid, 27 September 2014

1. “A shepherd according to the Heart of Christ, a zealous 
minister of the Church.” 1 This is the portrait that Pope 
Francis draws of Blessed Alvaro del Portillo, a good shepherd 
who, like Jesus, knows and loves his sheep, brings back to the 
sheepfold those who have strayed, binds up the wounds of the 
sick ones, and offers his life for them. 2

As a youth, the new Blessed was called to follow Christ, 
going on to become a diligent minister of the Church and 
to proclaim throughout the world the glorious riches of his 
saving mystery: “This is the Christ we proclaim, this is the 
wisdom in which we thoroughly train everyone and instruct 
everyone, to make them all perfect in Christ. It is for this I 
struggle wearily on, helped only by his power driving me 
irresistibly.” 3 He made this proclamation of Christ the Saviour 
in absolute faithfulness to the cross and, at the same time, with 
exemplary, evangelical joy amidst difficulties. Therefore today 

the liturgy applies to him St Paul’s words: “Now I rejoice in 
my sufferings for your sake, and in my flesh I complete what 
is lacking in Christ’s afflictions for the sake of his body, that is, 
the Church.” 4

Serene happiness when undergoing pain and suffering is 
characteristic of the saints. Moreover, the beatitudes, including 
the more demanding ones such as being persecuted, are 
nothing other than a hymn to joy.

2. Blessed Alvaro practised many virtues to a heroic degree, 
such as faith, hope and charity. He practised these virtuous 
habits in the light of the beatitudes of meekness, mercy, and 
purity of heart. The testimonies all coincide in this. Apart 
from the absolute spiritual and apostolic harmony he had 
with the holy Founder, he also stood out as being a person of 
great humanity.

Witnesses state that from his childhood Alvaro was “a very 
happy and studious boy, who never caused any problems;” “he 
was affectionate, straightforward, happy, responsible and kind.” 5

AMATO



From his mother, Doña Clementina, he inherited a notable 
serenity, considerateness, the habit of smiling, being 
understanding, and speaking well about others, and reflecting 
deeply before judging. He was a true gentleman. He was not a 
talkative person. His engineering training gave him habits of 
intellectual rigour, conciseness, and precision, enabling him 
to go straight to the essence of problems and solve them. He 
inspired respect and admiration in others.

3. His consideration for others went hand-in-hand with 
exceptional spiritual richness. One of his outstanding graces 
was the unity between his interior life and his tireless apostolic 
zeal. The writer Salvador Bernal states that he turned the 
humble prose of daily work into poetry.

He was an example of fidelity to the Gospel, the Church, 
and the Magisterium of the Pope. Every time he went to St 
Peter’s Basilica in Rome, he would recite the Creed before St 
Peter’s tomb, and a Salve Regina before the picture of Our 
Lady, Mother of the Church. He always avoided focusing on 
himself, because he passed on the truth of the Gospel and the 

fullness of tradition, not his own opinions. His spiritual life 
was nourished by Eucharistic piety, devotion to the Blessed 
Virgin Mary, and veneration for the saints. He kept his 
awareness of God’s presence alive by frequent aspirations and 
vocal prayers. Some of those he used habitually were “Most 
Sacred and Merciful Heart of Jesus, grant us peace!” and 
“Most sweet heart of Mary, prepare a safe journey,” as well as 
invoking our Lady as “Holy Mary, our Hope, Handmaid of the 
Lord, Seat of Wisdom.”

4. A decisive moment in his life was his calling to Opus Dei. 
When he was 21, in 1935, after meeting St Josemaría Escrivá, 
who was at that time a young priest of 33, he responded 
generously to God’s call to holiness and apostolate.

He had a deep sense of filial communion with the Holy 
Father, expressed both in affections and deeds. He received 
the Pope’s teaching gratefully and made it known to all the 
Opus Dei faithful. In the last years of his life he would often 
kiss the Prelate’s ring given to him by the Pope, as a way of 
reaffirming his total adherence to the Pope’s wishes. In 



particular, he backed up the Pope’s requests for prayer and 
fasting for peace, Christian unity, and the evangelization of 
Europe. He was outstanding for his prudence and rectitude in 
evaluating events and people; his justice in respecting other 
people’s good name and freedom; his fortitude in facing up 
to physical or moral difficulties; and his temperance, shown 
in his sobriety and his interior and exterior mortification. 
Blessed Alvaro possessed the fragrance of Christ, the bonus 
odor Christi,6 which is the aroma of genuine holiness.

5. However, there is one virtue which Bishop Alvaro 
practised in an especially extraordinary way, considering 
it as indispensable for holiness and apostolate: the virtue of 
humility, which is an imitation of and an identification with 
Christ, who is gentle and lowly in heart. 7 He loved Jesus’ hidden 
life, and respected the simple manifestations of popular piety, 
such as going up the Scala Santa in Rome on one’s knees. 
Once, one of the faithful of the Prelature told him that he had 
visited that place but had walked up the Scala Santa normally, 
because, as he put it, he considered himself a mature and well-
instructed Christian. Blessed Alvaro answered him with a 

smile that he had gone up the Holy Stairs on his knees, even 
though the place was somewhat stuffy because of the crowds 
of people and the poor ventilation.8 It was a great lesson in 
simplicity and piety.

Indeed, Bishop del Portillo was “infected,” in the good sense, 
by the behaviour of Our Lord Jesus Christ, who did not come 
to be served, but to serve.  Hence he often used to pray and 
meditate on the Eucharistic hymn Adoro Te devote, latens 
deitas – O Godhead hid, devoutly I adore Thee.9 Likewise, he 
used to meditate on the life of Mary, the humble handmaid 
of the Lord. He sometimes recalled a phrase from Cervantes’ 
Exemplary Novels: “Without humility, there is no virtue worthy 
of the name.” 10 And he would often recite an aspiration that 
is frequently used by the faithful of the Work: “Cor contritum 
et humiliatum, Deus, non despicies 11– a broken and contrite 
heart, O God, you will not despise.” 

For him, as for St Augustine, humility was the dwelling-place of 
charity.12 He would repeat some advice which the Founder of 
Opus Dei used to give, quoting St Joseph of Calasanz: “If you 



want to be holy, be humble; if you want to be holier, be more 
humble; if you want to be very holy, be very humble.” 13 Nor 
did he forget that a donkey was Jesus’ throne during his entry 
into Jerusalem. Even his fellow-students, as well as stressing 
his extraordinary intelligence, underline his simplicity, the 
serene innocence that came from not considering himself 
better than others. He thought that his worst enemy was 
pride. One witness states that he was “humility personified.” 14

His humility was not harsh, showy, or ill-tempered, but 
affectionate and cheerful. His joy was based on his conviction 
that he himself was worth very little. At the beginning of 1994, 
the last year of his life on earth, in a meeting with some of his 
spiritual daughters, he said, “I say this to you, and I say it to 
myself. We have to struggle all our lives to become humble. 
We have the marvellous school of humility of our Lord, the 
Blessed Virgin Mary, and St Joseph. Let’s learn from them. 
Let’s fight against our own ego, which constantly rears up like 
a viper, ready to bite. But we are safe as long as we keep close 
to Jesus, who is the offspring of Mary, and is the one who will 
crush the serpent’s head.” 15

For Blessed Alvaro, humility was “the key that opens the 
door to enter into the house of holiness”; while pride was the 
greatest obstacle to seeing and loving God. He said, “humility 
strips away from us the ridiculous cardboard mask that 
presumptuous, self-satisfied people wear.” 16 Humility is the 
recognition of our limitations, but also of our dignity as God’s 
children. The best praise of his humility was given by a woman 
in Opus Dei after the Founder’s death: “The one who has died 
is Fr Alvaro, because our Father lives on in his successor.” 17

A cardinal testifies that when he read about humility in the 
Rule of St Benedict or the Spiritual Exercises of St Ignatius, he 
felt he was contemplating a very high ideal, but one that was 
unattainable for ordinary human beings. But when he met 
and got to know Blessed Alvaro, he understood that it was 
possible to practise total humility.

6. What Cardinal Ratzinger said in 2002 with regard to 
the canonization of the Founder of Opus Dei can also be 
applied to Blessed Alvaro. Speaking of heroic virtue, Cardinal 
Ratzinger, who was at the time Prefect of the Congregation for 



the Doctrine of the Faith, said: “Heroic virtue does not mean 
accomplishing great things unaided, but that in a person’s life 
there appear things that he did not bring about, because he 
made himself transparent and available for God to act … That 
is holiness.” 18

This is the message that Blessed Alvaro del Portillo hands on 
to us today. He was “a shepherd according to the Heart of 
Christ, a zealous minister of the Church.” 19 He invites us to be 
holy like him, with a holiness that is friendly, merciful, good-
natured, meek, and humble. 

The Church and the world need the great spectacle of holiness 
so that its pleasing fragrance can purify the noxious fumes 
of the many vices which are being praised so arrogantly and 
insistently.

Now, more than ever, we need an ecology of holiness, to 
counteract the pollution of immorality and corruption. The 
saints invite us to bring to the heart of the Church and society 
the pure air of God’s grace, which renews the face of the earth.

May Mary, Help of Christians and Mother of the Saints, help 
and protect us.

Blessed Alvaro del Portillo, pray for us. Amen.

1 Pope Francis, Apostolic Brief for the Beatification of the Venerable Servant of God Bishop 
Alvaro del Portillo, Prelate of Opus Dei, 27 September 2014.

2 Cf. Ezek 34:11-16; Jn 10:11-16.
3 Col 1:28-29.
4 Col 1:24.
5 Positio super vita, virtutibus et fama sanctitatis, 2010, vol. 1, p. 27. 
6 2 Cor 2:15.
7 Mt 11, 29.
8 Cfr. Positio super vita, virtutibus et fama sanctitatis, 2010, vol. 1, p. 662.
9 Mt 20, 28; Mc 10, 45.
10 Miguel de Cervantes, Novelas Ejemplares, “El coloquio de los perros”. Cf. Positio super vita, 

virtutibus et fama sanctitatis, 2010, vol. 1, p. 663.
11 Ps 51[50]:17.
12 St Augustine, De sancta virginitate, 51.
13 St Josemaría Escrivá, quoted in A. Vazquez de Prada, The Founder of Opus Dei, vol. I, p. 

491.
14 Positio super vita, virtutibus et fama sanctitatis, 2010, vol. 1, p. 668.
15 Ibid., p. 675.
16 Ibid.
17 Ibid., p. 705.
18 Ibid., p. 908.
19 Pope Francis, Apostolic Brief for the Beatification of the Venerable Servant of God Bishop 

Alvaro del Portillo, Prelate of Opus Dei, 27 September 2014.



WORDS OF THANKS OF BISHOP JAVIER 
ECHEVARRIA AT THE END OF THE BEATIFICATION 
CEREMONY 
Madrid, 27 September 2014

At the end of this celebration, I would like to show my 
deepest gratitude to the Holy Trinity for the gift that has been 
given to the Church today. Today’s action, raising Alvaro 
del Portillo, the successor of Saint Josemaría Escrivá, to the 
altars, reminds us of the universal call to holiness proclaimed 
forcefully by the Second Vatican Council. The earthly life of 
Blessed Alvaro shows that the complete fulfillment of one’s 
duties marks the path of personal sanctification, the path 
that leads to full union with God, to which all should aspire.

I would also like to thank the Blessed Virgin, whose maternal 
mediation obtains for us many gifts from Heaven. I ask the 
Mother of God and our Mother to continue to intercede for 
each and every one of us, so that we keep walking on the 
path to holiness. We pray in a special way for our sisters and 

brothers, in various parts of the world who suffer persecution 
and even martyrdom for the faith.

I would also like to thank the Holy Father Francis, for his 
fatherly message, for how he shows that he is close to us and 
for his clear advice for the spiritual struggle of Christians. 
With deep gratitude I would like to thank Cardinal Angelo 
Amato, Prefect of the Congregation for the Causes of Saints, 
who, on behalf of the Pope, with such dignity and affection 
presided over the beatification. I ask that all of us show our 
thanks in a daily, constant, and intense prayer for the person 
and the intentions of the Roman Pontiff, for the Bishops and 
for priests. Let us keep very much in mind the upcoming 
Synod of Bishops. Let us beseech the Holy Spirit to enlighten 
the Synod Fathers in their deliberations for the good of the 
Church and of souls.

I also consider myself duty bound to give special thanks 
to Benedict XVI, who paved the way for this beatification 
by recognizing the heroic virtues of Bishop Alvaro, as well 
as Cardinal Antonio Maria Rouco, Archbishop of Madrid, 
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who has followed with such attention the procedure for the 
Cause over the years. Finally, I would like to thank the many 
Cardinals, Bishops and priests who are present. For all of 
us, the beatification of Bishop Alvaro has a special meaning 
because of the faithfulness with which over many years he 
carried out his direct service to the Church. Moreover, I 
cannot help but remember that now someone from among 
the Roman Curia who assisted the Pope and who actively 
participated in the Second Vatican Council, has now been 
declared Blessed.

I can imagine the joy—an accidental part of glory—that Saint 
John XXIII and Saint John Paul II, as well as the soon to be 
Blessed Paul VI, must have. Blessed Alvaro served them with 
full fidelity and filial affection. And I very much like to think 
about the special joy of Saint Josemaría Escrivá, seeing that 
this son of his who was most faithful has been proposed as 
an intercessor and an example for all the faithful.

I give special thanks to the members of the choir and 
orchestra, which have helped us to live more fully the sacred 

liturgy, and everyone present here: with your responses and 
your songs you have sung a magnificent symphony directed 
to Heaven.

It is possible that I might never finish expressing my gratitude 
to those who have devoted hours and hours of cheerful work 
to prepare the celebration. A particular appreciation for 
professionals in the social media, who have made it possible 
for many people around the world to be  involved in this 
ceremony from their countries.

I also give a special thanks to those who have prepared, 
with their prayers and sacrifice, the abundant spiritual 
fruits of these days. Specifically, the sick and those who for 
various reasons have not been able to join us physically. But 
spiritually, they have been very close to us, offering their 
illnesses and daily work. To all, thank you very much! May 
the example and intercession of the new Blessed inspire us 
to keep treading diligently, full of Christian joy, along the 
path of holiness.



WORDS OF CARDINAL ANTONIO MARIA ROUCO AT 
THE END OF THE BEATIFICATION CEREMONY 
Madrid, 27 September 2014

As we come to the end of this solemn beatification ceremony, I 
give thanks to God for so many wonderful things he has done in 
the life of Blessed Alvaro del Portillo and through his faithfulness, 
for so many men and women throughout the world.

I wish also to express my gratitude to our Holy Father Francis 
who wanted that this beatification take place in our beloved 
Archdiocese of Madrid.  I would dare to say that Blessed del 
Portillo, who was born in this city, can be considered ours 
in a special way, and as such that he blesses us in a special 
way from heaven.  And since he had such deep roots here, 
he could and knew how to be a citizen of the world, of the 
five continents to which he had travelled and which are 
marvellously represented in this prayer assembly.

The new blessed received Baptism, Confirmation and First 
Holy Communion in this city.  Thanks also to the education 
he received from his family and in school, from an early age 

his love for Jesus Christ grew ever stronger. He studied civil 
engineering in Madrid, carrying out at the same time a work 
of evangelization of the very poor in the slums of Spain’s 
capital city during a period of urban expansion and a rapidly 
growing population.  These events, which took place during 
the first half of the twentieth century, gave rise to some serious 
social, human, religious problems in a particularly dramatic 
period of Spanish and European history.

It was also here in Madrid, while still a young man, that after 
getting to know Saint Josemaría Escrivá, the founder of Opus 
Dei, Blessed Alvaro answered with promptitude God’s call 
to follow him on a path to seek holiness in the midst of the 
world through the sanctification of his professional work and 
carrying out apostolate.

In Madrid, and in the tumultuous years of the Civil War, he 
had a chance to bear loving and faithful witness to Christ both 
in a difficult and risky work of catechesis as well as the months 
he spent in prison.  In 1944 Blessed Alvaro del Portillo received 
priestly ordination from the hands of my predecessor, Msgr. 
Leopoldo Eijo y Garay.

ROUCO



The particular Church of Madrid is sensitive to the needs 
of the universal Church. Although Blessed Alvaro left for 
Rome in 1946, this does not stop us from considering him a 
citizen of Madrid. As a diocesan Church, we are very proud 
of the faithful help he lent to Saint Josemaría in spreading 
the message of Opus Dei throughout the world and for the 
contributions he made to the Second Vatican Council. We are 
also proud of the exemplary talent he displayed in succeeding 
the founder with humility and fidelity and for the episcopal 
ministry he carried out in union with the Successor of Peter 
and with the college of bishops.

This ceremony that has brought together people from all 
over the world reminds me of another festive and universal 
celebration, the World Youth Day in Madrid, which was 
an outpouring of grace for everyone and particularly for 
our city. During those days in 2012 presided over by Pope 
Benedict XVI, many of you here would have been present, 
accompanied as well by the same choir that is singing here 
today.

The footprints of the new blessed are very much felt here in 
Madrid, not only for historical reasons but also because of the 
influence which his life and writings have had on the hearts of 
so many faithful of this Archdiocese. His footprints are also felt 
through the spiritual and social good done by the very many 
initiatives that owe their inspiration to him. May the intercession 
of Blessed Alvaro del Portillo continue to protect them!

I would like to recall that in my personal dealings with Blessed 
Alvaro, for example during the Synod of Bishops in 1990, I was 
able to note how much he stood out for his goodness, his serenity 
and his good humour. “In the Communion of the Church”: 
Yes, Blessed Alvaro reminded me of my episcopal motto, “In 
Ecclesiae Communione.” He loved the Church, which is why he 
was a man of communion, of union and of love.

I ask Our Lady of Almudena that we too as faithful announcers 
of the Gospel may know how to respond faithfully to our 
Lord’s call to serve the men and women of our time.



HOMILY OF BISHOP JAVIER ECHEVARRIA IN THE 
THANKSGIVING MASS FOR THE BEATIFICATON OF 
ALVARO DEL PORTILLO IN VALDEBEBAS
Madrid, 28 September 2014

This is my commandment, that you love one another as I have 
loved you (Jn 15:12). 

These words of the Gospel echo today in my heart with 
new joy at the thought that the vast crowd gathered here 
yesterday, in close communion with Pope Francis and with 
all who accompanied us from the four corners of the globe, 
was not so much a crowd but rather a family gathering, 
united out of love for God and for one another. This love 
is also strengthened today in the Eucharist, in this Mass in 
thanksgiving for the beatification of our beloved Bishop 
Alvaro, Prelate of Opus Dei.

1. Our Lord, by instituting the Eucharist, gave thanks to God 
the Father for his eternal goodness, for the creation sprung 

from his hands, for his mysterious plan of salvation. We give 
thanks for that infinite love made manifest on the Cross and 
anticipated in the Upper Room. And we ask our Lord: How 
can we learn to love as you have loved us, to love as you loved 
Peter and John, each one of us, and also Saint Josemaría and 
Blessed Alvaro?

Contemplating the holy life of Blessed Alvaro, we discover 
God’s guiding hand, the grace of the Holy Spirit, the gift of a 
love that transforms us. And we make our own the prayer of 
Saint Josemaría that the new Blessed repeated so often: “Give 
me, Lord, the Love with which you want me to love you,” 1 and 
then I will be able to love the others with your Love, and with 
my poor effort. The others will discover in my life the goodness 
of God, as was the case in the daily path walked by Bishop 
Alvaro. Already here, in this beloved Madrid, divine mercy 
could be seen in his solidarity with those who were most poor 
and abandoned. We are filled with joy as we are reminded 
in the second reading of the presence of God among us by 
which we put on “heartfelt compassion, kindness, humility, 
gentleness, and patience.” (Col 3:12)

ACCION DE GRACIAS



Dear brothers and sisters, let us give thanks to God by asking 
him for more love. In the prime of his youth, when he was 
25 years old, Alvaro was saxum, rock, for Saint Josemaría. 
From the depths of his humility, he responded by letter to 
the Founder of Opus Dei with these words: “What I aspire 
to, in spite of everything, is that you may be able to have 
confidence in one who, rather than rock, is clay without any 
solidity whatsoever. But, God is so good!” 2 That assurance 
of God’s goodness should imbue our entire existence. We 
prayed in the Responsorial Psalm, I thank you, Lord, for your 
faithfulness and love (Ps 137 [138]: 2). And our gratitude rises 
up to the Holy Trinity, because God continues to be with 
us, with his Word, Jesus Christ Himself (cf. Col 3:16), and 
with his Spirit, who fills us with joy (cf. Jn 15:11; Lk 11:13) 
and enables us to turn to God, calling him, with complete 
confidence, Abba, Pater: “Father! Daddy!”

2. “The ‘trinity on earth’ will take us to the Trinity in Heaven,”3 
Bishop Alvaro would often say, following the teaching and 
experience of the Founder of Opus Dei. Jesus, Mary, and 
Joseph bring us to the Father and the Holy Spirit. In the sacred 

humanity of Jesus we discover, inseparably united to it, his 
divinity. 4

The Holy Family! With words from the first reading, we bless 
our Lord who fosters men’s growth from their mother’s womb, 
and fashions them according to his will (Sir 50:22). The sacred 
text tells us that even before our birth God loved us. This 
reminds me of that poem in which Virgil addresses a new-
born child: Incipe, parve puer, risu cognoscere matrem:5  “little 
child, learn to recognize your mother by her smile.” At birth, 
children begin to discover the universe. In their mother’s face, 
full of love, in her welcoming smile , children newly born into 
the world discover a reflection of the goodness of God.

On this day, which our Holy Father Francis has dedicated 
to prayer for the family, we unite ourselves to the pleas 
of the whole Church for the communio dilectionis, the 
“communion of love,” the “school” 6 of the Gospel that is 
the family, as Paul VI said in Nazareth. The family, with 
the “interior and profound dynamism of love,” 7 has a great 
“spiritual fecundity,” 8 open to life at all times, as taught by 



Saint John Paul II, to whom Blessed Alvaro was united by a 
filial friendship.

In giving thanks to Blessed Alvaro, we also give thanks to 
his parents who received him into this world and educated 
him, who prepared in him a simple and generous heart for 
receiving God’s love and responding to his call. That was 
Blessed Alvaro: a man whose smile blessed God, who has 
done wondrous things (Sir 50:22), and who counted on him 
to serve the Church by spreading Opus Dei, as a faithful son 
of Saint Josemaría.

Let us pray that there may be many families that form 
“bright and cheerful homes, as was that of the Holy Family,” 

9 in the words of Saint Josemaría. We raise our hearts in 
gratitude to God for the gift of the family, a reflection of 
the eternal trinitarian love, a place in which each person 
knows himself to be loved for his own sake, just as he is. 
Now we also give thanks to all the mothers and fathers who 
have gathered together here, and to all those who care for 
children, the elderly, and the sick. 

Families: God loves you. God is present within your 
marriage, which images Christ’s love for his Church. I 
know that many of you dedicate yourselves very generously 
to helping other marriages along their path of fidelity, to 
helping many other homes go forward in a social context 
that is often difficult and even hostile. Keep up your effort! 
The whole world needs your witness and evangelizing 
work. Remember that, as our beloved Benedict XVI said, 
“Faithfulness over time is the name of love.” 10

3. Be thankful, Saint Paul exhorts us (Col 3:15). Blessed 
Alvaro, thinking of how much he owes to Saint Josemaría, 
said that “the best show of gratitude is a good use of gifts.” 11 In 
his preaching, in family gatherings, in personal encounters, 
in all places, he never ceased to speak about apostolate and 
evangelization. If we are to keep alive the love of God that we 
have received, we must share it with others. God’s goodness 
tends to spread. Pope Francis has said that “it is in prayer 
that the Lord makes us understand this love, but it is also 
through so many signs that we can recognize in our life, in 
the many people he sets on our path.” 12



It was not you who chose me, but I who chose you (Jn 15:16). 
Our Lord, having insisted that the initiative is always his, in 
the primacy of his love, sends us forth to spread his Love to 
all creatures: I have appointed you to go and bear fruit that 
will remain (ibid.). To bear fruit that in turn puts down deep 
roots, we need to remain in the Lord. Jesus had just said so to 
his disciples: Abide in me and I in you. As the branch cannot 
bear fruit by itself, unless it abides in the vine, neither can you 
unless you abide in me (Jn 15:4).

The stupendous multitude of people during these days, the 
millions of people all over the world, and so many who 
already await us in heaven, bear witness to the fruitfulness 
of Blessed Alvaro’s life. I encourage you, brothers and sisters, 
to abide and grow in God’s love: through prayer, through 
Mass and frequent Communion, through sacramental 
confession, so that, with the force of divine predilection, we 
may know how to transmit what we have received, and to 
implement it through an authentic apostolate of friendship 
and confidence.

In the letter which Pope Francis wrote to me on the occasion 
of yesterday’s beatification, he told us that “we cannot keep 
our faith to ourselves: it is a gift we have received to give 
away and share with others.” 13 And he added that Blessed 
Alvaro “is encouraging us not to be afraid to go against the 
current and suffer for announcing the Gospel,” and that “he 
is also teaching us that in the simplicity of our daily lives we 
can discover a sure path to holiness.” 14

We are accompanied along this path by the Blessed Virgin, 
together with many angels. Mary is Daughter of God the 
Father, Mother of God the Son, Spouse and Temple of God 
the Holy Spirit. She is the Mother of God and our Mother, 
Queen of the family, Queen of the Apostles. May our Lady help 
us, as she did Blessed Alvaro, to respond to the invitation of 
the Successor of Peter: “to let ourselves be loved by the Lord, 
to open up our heart to his love, and to allow him to be the 
one who guides our lives”, 15 a desire Saint Josemaría so often 
entrusted to Our Lady of Almudena, so greatly loved and 
venerated in this Archdiocese. Amen.
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WORDS OF BISHOP JAVIER ECHEVARRIA IN THE 
BASILICA OF ST EUGENE DURING THE TRANSFER 
OF THE BODY OF BLESSED ALVARO DEL PORTILLO 
FOR THE VENERATION OF THE FAITHFUL AFTER 
HIS BEATIFICATION
Rome, 29 September 2014

Dear Brothers and Sisters

As you can well imagine, many memories pass through my 
mind today and lead me to give thanks to God for the good 
and faithful servant Blessed Alvaro del Portillo, bishop and 
prelate of Opus Dei.

I think all of us would have liked to carry the coffin so as 
to thank him for his life of self-giving and service to the 
Church, his interest in each one of us, his daily love for the 
will of God.

Today we celebrate the feast of St Michael, St Gabriel 
and St Raphael. I can assure you that Blessed Alvaro had 

great devotion to these Archangels, who received specific 
missions from God. Our most beloved Bishop Alvaro was 
so devoted to them that in a meeting he proposed that 
instead of suppressing the liturgical feasts of St Gabriel 
and St Raphael, the celebration of the three archangels 
should be unified in a single feast, the one we celebrate 
today.

I imagine that many of you will have attended Mass this 
morning, so you will remember the words that Nathanael 
heard from the lips of Philip, “Come and see.” Blessed Alvaro 
always sought to see and do the things that God asked of 
him. He met the Work in the early years, in 1935. He was so 
impressed by Saint Josemaría’s strong and marvelous faith 
that, when the possibility of following God along the path 
of Opus Dei was suggested to him, he did not hesitate and 
responded with all the strength of his soul, saying “Here I 
am.” This way of acting, this response, was the one he tried to 
give every day of his life. He did it in the first place following 
the example of our Lady, with her wonderful reply “ecce 
ancilla Domini,” and also following the footsteps of Saint 
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Josemaría.  Thus he opened for us the path of faithfulness, 
an unbreakable faithfulness.

Blessed Alvaro was a man of faith, who trusted God and those 
called by God to lead this part of the Church which is the 
prelature of Opus Dei. That is why Saint Josemaría realised, 
after only a short time, that here was a person he could rely 
on to further the work he had started alone, but with great 
faith which he passed on to the people around him. Blessed 
Alvaro understood this lesson of faith and therefore trusted 
in God throughout his life. He always wanted to follow him 
more and more closely.

Blessed Alvaro possessed all the virtues we have heard 
about in today’s reading, because he truly sought to identify 
himself constantly with the will of God. He was able to 
continue saying “Here I am” right to the moment when God 
called him to his presence, and he went to heaven with a 
smile on his lips, full of the peace he always communicated 
to everyone around him.

We ask you, Blessed Alvaro, with all our heart, that we may 
all be very faithful to the calls of God throughout the day. 
We remember you with that smile, so usual in you – a smile 
that came from your union with God, from your faith in 
the intercession of our Lady, and the certainty that Saint 
Josemaría Escrivá looked after us from heaven.

When our founder left this earth, Blessed Alvaro decided 
to adapt himself completely to the way of working of Saint 
Josemaría. And that was precisely what Paul VI asked him 
once when Blessed Alvaro talked to him about the apostolate 
that needed to be carried out throughout the world. With 
the certainty proper to the supreme pastor in the Church, 
the future Blessed Paul VI told him: “Whenever you need to 
resolve a problem or give some indications entrust yourself 
to Mgr Escrivá, so as to act according to his mind.” And 
Blessed Alvaro followed this advice. I can assure you that his 
prayer was based on his conversation with God but going 
through the intercession of our Lady and asking for the 
help of Mgr Escrivá. He had seen Saint Josemaría praying, 



growing in his daily conversation with our Lord, and 
treasuring the value of sacrifice and cheerful mortification, 
not with resignation but with joy, because Saint Josemaría 
loved the cross, and Blessed Alvaro too learnt to love the 
cross with all his strength.

He had great human and spiritual qualities and sought 
to develop them throughout his life. He was faithful and 
made use of every possible opportunity to say to God, as I 
mentioned before, “here I am.” We ask you, Blessed Alvaro, 
father and friend, to help us all  to never shirk in our own 
life, not even in small ways, what God wants from us. Help 
us, because we need your intercession to serve God better, to 
go to our Lady more, and to be good instruments, faithful to 
the Church and to the Pope, thus helping our society today 
in all its needs.

My brothers and sisters, we have before us the mortal 
remains of a man, a priest, a bishop, who placed everything 
he did in God’s hands. That is why he was always serene, 
happy. He was a great communicator of peace. Let us truly 

ask him: help us to give witness to the love that God has 
for us.

On our part, let us seek to work with sacrifice and 
renunciation, if necessary, because this is the way of 
growing positively in our human and spiritual life. Let 
us invoke the intercession of our Lady, to whom Blessed 
Alvaro so often prayed (so many memories come to my 
mind of his visits to shrines of the mother of God and our 
mother). Let us draw close to our Lady, asking her that 
God may increase the accidental glory of Blessed Alvaro 
and that he – father, friend, brother – may help us to be 
always constant and faithful to God’s will.

May Jesus Christ be praised!



HOMILY OF CARDINAL AGOSTINO VALLINI IN 
THE THANKSGIVING MASS CELEBRATED IN THE 
BASILICA OF ST JOHN LATERAN
Rome, 30 September 2014

Beloved brothers and sisters,

We are celebrating this Holy Eucharist today to praise and 
bless God for the grace of the beatification, last Saturday in 
Madrid, of Bishop Alvaro del Portillo, Prelate of Opus Dei.

1. In today’s first reading the prophet Ezekiel, speaking 
in God’s name, reveals to us how urgently God loves 
us,  continuously taking the initiative to save his flock: “I 
myself will search for my sheep… and I will make them 
lie down, says the Lord God. I will seek the lost, and I will 
bring back the strayed, and I will bind up the crippled, and 
I will strengthen the weak, and the fat and the strong I will 
watch over.” 1 God goes out in search of his sheep especially 
those that have “strayed”, brings them to green pastures and 
gives them rest. It is truly comforting and encouraging to 

know that God never abandons us, because he loves us. 
God always precedes us. He knows our needs, anticipates 
our petitions, and before we address him with our pleas for 
help and protection, he acts; he preserves us from evil and 
creates new opportunities for doing good. Aware of God the 
Father’s provident love, we can joyfully profess our gratitude 
with the words of the Psalm: “The Lord is my shepherd, I 
shall not want.” 2

2. The Gospel has reminded us that God’s love for us has 
truly gone much further than Ezekiel’s words express. 
Jesus, the Son of God, in proclaiming himself the “good 
shepherd,” has transformed the very concept of shepherd, 
for he is the shepherd who not only guides and cares for his 
flock, but lays down his life for it: “I am the good shepherd. 
The good shepherd lays down his life for the sheep.” 3 On 
the cross, Jesus has given himself entirely for us, and in the 
resurrection he has communicated divine life to us with the 
outpouring of the Holy Spirit, who in Baptism has made 
us sons and daughters, sharers in the same destiny as the 
Son and members of his family, the Church. The risen Jesus 
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is Life unending: in him we can address God, as children 
address their father and say with Saint Paul: “It is no longer I 
who live, but Christ who lives in me.” 4

3. My brothers and sisters, Blessed Alvaro del Portillo‘s life 
was imbued with this sure faith. Born in Madrid in 1914, 
at the age of 21, in 1935, he joined Opus Dei and very soon 
the holy founder found in him his most valued and faithful 
co-worker. Ordained a priest in 1944, he lived nearly fifty 
years in Rome, from 1946 on, where he died in 1994. Such 
was Saint Josemaría’s esteem for Don Alvaro that, on the 
very day of Don Alvaro’s priestly ordination, he chose him 
as his confessor. The dedication of this son and brother to 
the Church won him the trust of the Holy See, which called 
on him for multiple tasks, both during the Second Vatican 
Council and afterwards, in various dicasteries of the Roman 
Curia. Elected in 1975 as the first succesor of Saint Josemaría 
to head the Work, he worked intensely to obtain from the 
Church the canonical form most suited to the foundational 
charism, made specific in the personal prelature, of which 
he was the first prelate. Saint John Paul II raised him to the 

episcopacy, ordaining him on 6 January 1991. On 23 March 
1994, God called him to his presence just a few hours after 
returning from a pilgrimage to the Holy Land.

4. The new blessed believed deeply and intensely that God, 
in Jesus, love us, gives his life for us, introduces us into 
his family, the Church, cares for us and guides us with 
fatherly affection so that we may attain our true good. 
Blessed Alvaro fell in love with Christ and let himself be 
loved by him. He opened his heart and abandoned himself 
totally in the Lord. That was how he lived and to this ideal 
he also consecrated his priestly life, teaching us that at 
every moment, both in the little things of each day and 
in the most difficult and painful situations, our intimate 
disposition should be to try to discover God’s will for us and 
to strive generously to second it. This is what the Christian 
vocation consists in, a vocation to the holiness to which we 
are all called; a holiness accessible to all men and women 
in the simplicity of daily life. Those who knew him testify 
that he “transmitted the urgency of God’s love. He gently 
reminded each person of their own responsibility to love 



God and souls.” He shared fully the charism that God had 
given to Saint Josemaría and he worked tirelessly – with 
“apostolic daring,” as the holy founder often invited people 
to act – so that everyone might find God and respond to 
their own vocation. In marriage and the family, as in the 
priesthood or other possible forms of Christian life, God 
reveals to us what is his will for our true good and with his 
grace calls us to listen to the inspirations of the Holy Spirit 
and to put them generously into practice. Abandonment  
to God’s loving will is the source of the joy  that should 
saturate the life of every Christian. 

In one of his pastoral letters the new blessed wrote that, with 
this project of God for each one: “our existence has taken 
on this purpose, in a total and exclusive way: there are not 
– there cannot be – other aims in our will, other desires in 
our heart, other thoughts in our mind, which are not fully 
subject to the merciful plan which God has put to us.” 5 

5. In the second reading Saint Paul, speaking of himself, says 
he is a minister of the Church “according to the divine office 

which was given to me for you, to make the word of God 
fully known, the mystery hidden for ages and generations.” 6 

Jesus is the true shepherd, but he carries out his work in 
history making use of men as his instruments  for doing 
good. Among the multiplicity of gifts and charisms,  one that 
is certainly important is the ministry of those who, having 
received the grace of the priestly ministry, act in the person 
of Christ to be dispensers of the Word by means of the work 
of evangelization, dispensers of the grace of the sacraments 
and pastoral guides  along the path to salvation. 

Blessed Alvaro del Portillo exercised the priesthood, 
and afterwards the episcopate, with a deep “spiritual 
fatherhood.” With his gentle and attentive humility he 
sought always to understand the needs and hopes of men 
and women, approaching them all with a father’s love. For 
him, the ministry was an exercise of fatherly care,  which 
in turn expressed itself in ministry. That is why he always 
encouraged people to give themselves generously in the 
apostolate. He said: “There are many people living around 



us who do not know Christ and are waiting for us to attend 
to them.” He also showed his pastoral charity by his tireless 
promotion of social activities all over the world: works of 
mercy, hospitals, schools, universities… 

In view of the progressive spreading of secularization, he 
exhorted the members of the Work, and in particular the 
laity, to bring a Christian spirit with the light of the Gospel 
to all environments. “Let there be no sphere of civil society,” 
he used to say,  “with its back turned to the light of Christ. 
Recover this world which is fleeing from God and bring it 
back to him.” 

He was deeply convinced that Christ “desires all men to be 
saved and to come to the knowledge of the truth.” 7 That is 
why all of us members of the Church are called to cooperate 
in its mission.  As the Holy Father Pope Francis said 
forcefully in his apostolic exhortation Evangelii gaudium: 
“In virtue of their baptism, all the members of the People of 
God have become missionary disciples (cf. Mt 28:19). All the 
baptized, whatever their position in the Church or their level 

of instruction in the faith, are agents of evangelization.”8 
“To take part sincerely in this great task entails, on the 
one hand, a very special responsibility for which all of us 
will have to give an account to God; and, on the other, it 
is a sign of the great honour which the Blessed Trinity 
bestows on us, an unmerited manifestation of God’s loving 
affection and trust in his children.” 9 In the particular case 
of the laity, “this mission is to be accomplished through the 
fulfilment of one’s professional work and in one’s ordinary 
duties, lived heroically, with supernatural outlook, to 
sanctify oneself and to sanctify the temporal realities each 
one meets in his or her daily contact.” 10 

It is an apostolate without limits, which begins with one’s 
own family – the domestic church 11 which needs to be built 
day by day – and extends afterwards to one’s friends, work 
colleagues and to all the people we have occasion to meet, 
with a sense of responsibility for the common good of 
society. And always without discrimination, because God 
loves everyone and excludes no one from the apostolic zeal 
which should show forth in every instant of our life.



6. In the pastoral life of the new blessed I would like to recall, 
in particular, his Eucharistic and penitential ministry. 

First, the Eucharist, the memorial of the death and 
resurrection of the Lord, which makes present here and 
now, by means of the sacramental signs, the reality of the 
sacrifice of the cross, placed once and for all at the summit 
of human history. The Second Vatican Council has exhorted 
Christians to do their utmost to convert the holy Mass, each 
day, into the “centre and root of their whole life.” 12 This was 
something Blessed Alvaro was fully convinced of, even at 
times making his thanksgiving after Mass out loud, with 
simplicity and devotion, to  help the faithful to love Jesus in 
the Eucharist and to speak with God.  

With this same zeal he celebrated the sacrament of 
Confession: the “sacrament of joy,” as Saint Josemaría like to 
call it. Blessed Alvaro said that each time we receive it with 
sincere repentance for our sins we throw ourselves into the 
open arms of God, who welcomes us lovingly, forgives us 
and assures us of the grace to go ahead along our path united 

to him, or to start upon it anew if we had left it. Blessed 
Alvaro went to confession with great faith every week, giving 
example of humility and trust in God’s love, and likewise 
encouraged everyone to go frequently, so as to experience 
God’s tenderness.

7. Dear brothers and sisters, may the example of the saints 
encourage us to pursue with daring and faithfulness the path 
to holiness. Let us ask Blessed Alvaro and the Blessed Virgin 
Mary, Mother of God and our Mother, to accompany us on 
our path as sons and daughters of God, docile to his will, so 
that we may live to the full our vocation and be witnesses to 
it each and every day. Amen.

1 Ezek 34:11.15-16.
2 Ps 23 (22):1b..
3 Jn 10:11.
4 Gal 2:20.
5 Blessed Alvaro del Portillo, Pastoral Letter, 1 December 1987, in Family Letters, I, 337.
6 Col 1:25-26.
7 1 Tim 2:4.
8 Pope Francis, Apos. Exhort. Evangelii gaudium, 24 November 2013, no. 120.



9 Blessed Alvaro del Portillo, Pastoral Letter, 1 November 1988, in Like Salt and like Light, an 
anthology compiled by J. A. Loarte, Scepter, London – New York 2014, 321.

10 Gabrielle della Balda, Alvaro del Portillo ‒ Il Prelato del sorriso che guidò l’Opus Dei, p. 8.
11 Cf. Second Vatican Council, Const. Lumen gentium, 11.
12 Second Vatican Council, Decr. Presbyterorum Ordinis, 14.



HOMILY OF CARDINAL SANTOS ABRIL
Y CASTELLÓ IN THE THANKSGIVING MASS 
CELEBRATED IN THE BASILICA OF ST MARY 
MAJOR 
Rome, 30 September 2014

We come together today with great joy in this Roman 
basilica dedicated to Holy Mary. Our Eucharist takes on a 
special colouring, for we are thanking the thrice holy God 
for the recent beatification, decreed by our beloved Pope 
Francis, of Bishop Alvaro del Portillo, prelate of Opus 
Dei. God’s holiness is reflected in his saints and, using an 
expression of the Holy Father, it has a face. In the light of the 
liturgy of the Word, I would like to contemplate with you 
the goodness of God which took flesh in Alvaro del Portillo: 
we want to “discover Jesus in the face” of the new Blessed. 
With a faithfulness full of love, following the example of 
Saint Josemaría, he proclaimed the Christian message in 
deeds and in truth, echoing the beauty of the teachings of 
the Second Vatican Council, and his zeal for souls inspired 
him to bring the warmth of our faith to all the world.

1. “I myself will search for my sheep and will seek them 
out” (Ezek 34:11). Great is the promise Yahweh makes, 
through the prophet Ezekiel, to the members of the chosen 
People who had undergone the deportation. Despite men’s 
infidelities, the Lord shows his closeness to them, and 
promises to protect them and guide them: “I myself will be 
the shepherd of my sheep, and I will make them lie down” 
(Ezek 34:15).

Israel goes forward in history sustained by the hope in 
those prophecies, which were to find fulfilment with the 
incarnation of the Word. Indeed, Jesus Christ takes this 
same moving image and presents himself as the good 
shepherd  who lays down his life for the sheep he has 
received from the Father (cf. Jn 10:11.29). He thus expresses 
both his intimate – consubstantial – union with the Father 
and his mission before mankind. In this loving care by 
our good shepherd, we recognize the mercy of the eternal 
Father, who goes in search of his children to draw them to 
himself, gathering them into the same house, which is the 
Church. Jesus’ mission is prolonged in a special way in the 

CARDENAL SANTOS ABRIL



Apostles and their successors. He makes himself present in 
those he has designated as shepherds of his people: that is 
why Saint Paul considers himself the servant of the Church, 
and is conscious of having received a precise task, on behalf 
of the faithful (cf. Col 1:25). To communicate this boundless 
love of God for men and women is something beyond our 
capability and it would almost seem rash to attempt it; 
nevertheless, the Apostle exclaims that he is carrying out 
his mission, not with his own energy, but that of Christ: “I 
toil, striving with all the energy which he mightily inspires in 
me” (Col 1:29). Alvaro del Portillo was a faithful pastor, true 
to the announcement the prophet Jeremiah had made to the 
people, that God would give them shepherds after his own 
heart (cf. Jer 3:15). Such was Blessed Alvaro’s response to the 
merciful faithfulness of God, which Scripture designates as 
truth and love.

At the beginning of this Eucharistic celebration, we turned 
in the collect prayer to God, to the Father of mercies who 
filled Blessed Alvaro del Portillo with a spirit of truth and 
love. And indeed grace acted powerfully in this blessed 

bishop, whose life of service to the People of God was a 
manifestation of the Father’s mercy. He did so in an age 
in which men and women continue to need to experience 
the tenderness of the Father, who heals wounded hearts, 
strengthens the weak and brings back the stray to the good 
path (cf. Ezek 34:16). Blessed Alvaro invited people to draw 
close to the Lord, to persevere faithfully at this side and thus 
fill their lives with gladness: “Don’t leave ‘him’ and you will 
fall in love; be loyal and you will end up madly in love with 
God” he once wrote, commenting on the last point of Saint 
Josemaría’s book, The Way.

2. The spirit of truth was everywhere in the life of Blessed 
Alvaro. He was truly a worker in the truth (cf. 3 Jn 1, 8), of 
that truth which saves, which is faith in the Triune God. He 
delivered the gospel message to many people of the most 
diverse backgrounds. Following in the footsteps of Saint 
Josemaría Escrivá he undertook journeys to North and South 
America and to Australasia, where he had many catechetical 
meetings, giving Christian doctrine to the men and women 
of today, both in countries with deep Christian traditions 



and in those in which the announcement of Jesus Christ is 
still opening its way. In his work assisting the Apostolic See 
he was a faithful custodian of the Church’s Tradition, while 
at the same time he knew it had to be transmitted to his 
contemporaries with the same strength and liveliness as in the 
early Church. Thus he collaborated effectively in the work of 
the Second Vatican Council, whose teachings were constantly 
present in his preaching and pastoral work, especially the 
universal call to holiness, the irreplaceable role of the laity and 
their freedom, and the vocation and ministry of priests.

As a servant of the truth, Blessed Alvaro also worked to set 
up universities and educational centres, filled with the spirit 
of the Gospel. In a time which exalts the value of freedom, 
he reminded people that it is truth that sets man free (cf. Jn 
8:32), and specifically the truth of our dignity as sons and 
daughters of God.

That is why, together with this tireless service of the truth 
(and as its necessary foundation), we contemplate in the life 
of Blessed Alvaro a spirit overflowing with love. His was an 

operative charity, which led him constantly to second the 
founder of Opus Dei in a quiet but very effective manner. His 
life was not exempt from sorrows and afflictions, which he 
bore with genuine peace, strengthened by God’s grace. Thus 
he was able to say what Saint Paul wrote to the Colossians: 
“Now I rejoice in my sufferings for your sake, and in my flesh 
I complete what is lacking in Christ’s afflictions for the sake 
of his body, that is, the Church” (Col 1:24).

In his pastoral ministry, he was a sower of peace and joy. Many 
were struck by the peacefulness of Blessed Alvaro’s gaze, an 
expression of his deep filial relationship to God as Father and 
which spontaneously communicated the peace of one who 
knows he is a much loved son. In his pastoral journeys, he 
invited his listeners to let this Christian serenity govern their 
daily efforts, turning their work, family life and other daily 
realities into an occasion for meeting Jesus Christ.

This holy pastor also knew that peace can only come to 
society if human relations are filled with justice and love. 
Therefore, in his journeys and pastoral letters he made 



heartfelt appeals not to be indifferent to the lot of our 
brothers and sisters. For God calls all of us to be instruments 
of his mercy, by alleviating the material and spiritual needs 
of those who live alongside us. Many welfare and social 
improvement initiatives owe their beginning in some way or 
other to the life and preaching of Blessed Alvaro.

3. “And I have other sheep, that are not of this fold; I must 
bring them also, and they will heed my voice. So there 
shall be one flock, one shepherd” (Jn 10:16). We can state 
that this concern was deep in the shepherd’s heart of the 
new blessed. His gaze took in the whole world. With his 
teaching, prayer and example he encouraged his sons 
and daughters to work in the most diverse environments, 
turning them into an opportunity to present the figure of 
Jesus to the people they were with. Indeed, as Pope Francis 
teaches, “every Christian is a missionary to the extent that 
he has met the love of God in Christ Jesus.” Blessed Alvaro 
encouraged many Christians to live up to their vocation to 
be the light of the world, letting themselves be enlightened 
by the Lord. At times he compared the Eucharist’s power to 

transform souls to the sun’s rays at sunset that seem to set 
the world on fire. So too Christians can shine and give light 
wherever they go, if they receive our Lord in the Sacrament 
of the Altar.

To bring  Christ’s light and warmth to everyone was a 
yearning that characterized the life of the new blessed. He 
was quick to respond to Saint John Paul II’s call for a new 
evangelization in those countries where our Lord’s message 
of joy and mercy had become obscured. He also began the 
apostolate of the Prelature of Opus Dei in other places where 
the Gospel had not yet fully taken root.

As Pope Francis reminds us, “the new evangelization should 
bring out a new protagonism in each of the baptized.” 
This Mass of thanksgiving is also an invitation to all of us 
to rekindle our apostolic commitment. We celebrate it in 
this church which has the venerated image of Holy Mary, 
Salus Populi Romani, salvation of the Roman people. The 
Holy Father came to pray to her the day after his election as 
successor to Peter. Blessed Alvaro too was a frequent pilgrim 



to this Marian shrine. On 1 January 1978, he came to pray 
here to initiate a Marian year of thanksgiving for the 50th 
anniversary of the foundation of Opus Dei. He knew that to 
reach Jesus the best way is to have recourse to his most Holy 
Mother, according to these words of the founder of Opus 
Dei, who had lodged deep in his heart the truth that: “One 
always goes to Jesus and one ‘returns’ to him through Mary.”

Dear friends, today too we wish to entrust our Christian 
journey to the protection of Holy Mary. And we repeat our 
gratitude to the Lord who, through the mediation of his 
most Holy Mother, has shown us his mercy in the life of 
Blessed Alvaro del Portillo: may the new Blessed intercede 
so that we may be good sons and daughters of so good a 
Mother. Amen.



WORDS OF POPE FRANCIS DURING THE 
AUDIENCE ON 1 OCTOBER 2014 IN ST PETER’S 
SQUARE

I greet the Spanish-speaking pilgrims, who have come from 
so many countries. I also greet Bishop Javier Echevarría, 
Prelate of Opus Dei, along with the faithful of the Prelature 
present here to give thanks to God for the beatification of 
Bishop Alvaro del Portillo. May his intercession and example 
help you to respond generously to God’s call to holiness and 
apostolate in ordinary life, in the service of the Church and 
all mankind. Thank you very much and may God bless you.



WORDS OF BISHOP JAVIER ECHEVARRIA AFTER 
THE TRANSFER OF THE BODY OF BLESSED 
ALVARO DEL PORTILLO FROM THE BASILICA OF 
ST EUGENE TO THE CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF 
PEACE
Rome, 2 October 2014

My dear brothers and sisters, 

Let us give thanks to God for these solemn days we have 
lived through, saying to God with all our heart: Gratias 
tibi, Deus, gratias tibi.  As Saint Josemaría and our beloved 
Blessed Alvaro always strove to do, we want to make our 
whole life into praise for God and an act of love which will 
lead us to seek specific ways to purify our souls, our bodies, 
our intentions.

Bishop Alvaro, Blessed Alvaro, was a man of great maturity 
of will and intellect; with an astonishing simplicity that 
enabled him to draw close to everyone and serve them. 
It was wonderful to be in his company because he saw in 

others Christ himself, and also a sister or a brother.  Thus his 
daily work was a service to God, while realizing it needed to 
be directed to the service of the people he was dealing with 
or who were alongside him. We ask our Lord, through the 
intercession of Blessed Alvaro, and also, naturally, of Saint 
Josemaría, to make all of us loyal men, loyal women, who 
will spend their lives cheerfully, with the same simplicity as 
Blessed Alvaro, who undertook both very important tasks 
and the everyday tasks that make up a person’s ordinary life. 
Therefore, invoking his protection, we ask him  to guide us, 
to help us constantly to raise our heart to God, and also to 
begin again if ever we have failed to respond as energetically 
as we should have done.

Blessed Alvaro, thanks for all you have done. Thanks for your 
generosity. Thanks for your unshakeable faithfulness, even 
though you had to undergo, as happens to everyone, but 
specifically to you, moments when you had to face external 
difficulties that were far from small. At the same time, you 
never lost your peace or your willingness to accept those 
crosses, whether big or small. Thank you again. We say it to 

DESPUES DEL TRASLADO



you with all our heart. Thank you because we would like to 
tread in the footprints of your faithfulness, in the footprints 
of your service to God, in the footprints of your apostolic 
zeal, because you made use of every opportunity to love 
people, to love them one by one, and to bring them to God 
in their daily lives. Thank you, and our thanksgiving could 
go on without ever ending, because we see here the results of 
a heroic life. How many people have come to thank him, to 
honour him and, at the same time, to ask for his protection 
in their life, their work, their family life, their professional 
life, their rest and their dealings with others.

We would also wish, dear Blessed Alvaro, that you pour 
into our soul the filial devotion you had from your earliest 
years to our Mother Holy Mary. Teach us to say to her: Sweet 
Mother, don’t go away, don’t turn your gaze away from me. 

But we feel that you are telling us: You, don’t go away from 
her, not even in the slightest way.

May you truly be very Marian, as that point from The Way 
which moved him so deeply in his youth teaches us: “One 
always goes to Jesus and one ‘returns’ to him through Mary” 
(The Way, 495). Let us strive to draw ever closer to her, to be 
more deeply filled with devotion to the Blessed Virgin so she 
may take us to God the Father, to God the Son, to God the 
Holy Spirit, and to turn our life into a constant apostolate 
which will spur us to give our lives generously, to practise 
constant mortification, to cheerful sacrifice and selfless work, 
passing everything through our Lady’s hands, so that it may 
be an offering to God, every day, every moment, every instant.

Thanks, dear Alvaro! Thanks, Blessed Alvaro!
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